
 

MEETING MINUTES 
1/27/19  
  
The meeting began with a warm welcome to the following new members:  Patrick 
Castelli (31 Lake Shore Dr.), Louisa Grassi and Torey Soracco (Lake Rd./N. End of 
Lake) and Frank and Damaris Lambraia (4 Cedar Dr.). 
  
David Shapiro then reported on the Board's decision to create a TWILA webpage.  It's 
primary focus will be a respository of information concerning Twin Island Lake (TIL), its 
current projects, and long-term planning, all geared to providing information to 
governmental agencies who are considering TIL for grant funding.  
  
David then revealed the new TWILA logo: 

The Board, on behalf of the TWILA Members would like to thank Tyler Gonerka, Art 
Director at McCann, for donating his time and talent to creating such a wonderfully 
representative logo for TWILA. 
  
Vivian Walsh then presented the Treasurer's report, a copy of which is attached.  [Note:  
because of mailing issues, one Parcel, re-issued a check following the meeting, bringing 
the total number of assessments paid to 20.] 
  
Kevin Walsh then gave a presentation on C-SLAP water testing.  C-SLAP was 
developed by the NYS DEC and NYSFOLA as a means of partnering with local lakes to 
monitor NYS lakes, both in terms of assessing water quality and assessing trends 
across the State.  https://www.dec.ny.gov/chemical/81576.html  TWILA has been 
approved to join the C-SLAP water monitoring program starting in 2020.  Kevin 
explained that NYSFOLA offers a free training session at its annual meeting (which is 
the first weekend in May 2019).  Kevin then solicited volunteers to go to Lake George 
for the 2-hour training so that the responsibility of monitoring can be shared by the 
Members.  If you would like to become a C-SLAP volunteer, please email Kevin Walsh. 
  
Hollie Bart then gave a report on the efforts of the Board over the past 7 months to 
develop a comprehensive lake management plan.  She began by showing the Members 
a montage of photos she used at the first Board meeting as a way of uniting this new 
board to think big, toward our Mission.  The photos, which were obtained with thanks 

https://www.dec.ny.gov/chemical/81576.html


from Jim and Laura Moriarity, provide a staggering view of how beautiful the lake looked 
in the early 1990's.  One such example is attached - it is taken…in the summer…looking 
west…not a drop of vegetation for as far as the eye can see. The date of these photos 
is important because they were taken before the old 18-inch culvert at the southern end 
of the lake was replaced with one twice that size. 
  
Hollie then laid out the Board's vision for remediating the lake to its former glory.  
Following are the key elements of this overall plan: 

  
•        controlling the growth, and mitigating downstream impacts resulting from the 
uncontrolled release of, AIS, through annual herbicide treatments and aquatic 
harvesting – annually or as needed 

•        fixing the culvert to conserve spring run-off with capacity for flooding by 
adding an "invert" (like an Elizabethan collar) that would raise the mouth of the 
existing culvert by 8 inches, and in phase 2, add elipticals which would, in effect, 
handle flooding concerns, but would not unduly drain the lake. 
•        Partnering with the Town of Pine Plains to establish environmentally-sensitive 
methods for conducting culvert maintenance and snow-plowing  

•        Establishing a fish replacement program (which Jim Moriarity has agreed to 
head - let us know if you would like to serve on this committee) 
  
•        Conducting an assessment of stormwater runoff on Lake and Beach Roads to 
determine the impact of sediments from the road and mountain, which would 
include assessing the way the road is plowed and salted, the amount of sediment 
which comes into the lake via 3 culverts along the western side, and establishing a 
quality shoreline buffer 
  
•        partnering with the TWILA Membership, Town Library, Wappingers Creek 
Intermunicipal Council, the Town of Wappingers Falls and Cornell Cooperative, to 
implement a program to educate residents and boaters on the importance of 
invasive species control through property maintenance and boat decontamination 

•        Installing a boat washing station and signage requiring all boaters to wash off 
their boats before putting them in the lake 

•        Aspirational Goal in a few years:  Kayak rental and shore fishing dock that 
would include a summer steward to help encourage boat washing 

  
Pricey, you say?  Yes.  Very.  But, the Board is in the process of applying for a grant 
currently being offered by the NYS DEC, the 2019 Invasive Species Rapid Response 
and Control Grant ("Grant") (released 2d week of Jan 2019).  The Grant, which is for a 
three-year period, would help fund 75% of the cost to treat the lake with herbicide, 
targeting invasives, Eurasian watermilfoil and curly-leaf pondweed, and do mechanical 
harvesting of these invasives…for a 3-year period.  The remaining 25% would be a 
"match" from TWILA.  But the good news is that this match can be comprised of cash 
and Membership "sweat equity" - in other words, Members (and family and friends) can 
contribute their "services" towards a wide variety of tasks, such as the hand harvesting 



of water chestnut, or raking pondweed and milfoil from around their docks, sandbagging 
for chemical treatment, pre and post water testing, accounting time, legal services, 
quarterly and final reports required by the NYSDEC, etc.  In other words, TWILA can 
"pay" its 25% share through the volunteer efforts of its Members.  The only requirement 
is that all those efforts be measured and recorded, so that TWILA can prove that it has 
satisfied its matching obligation over the 3-year life of the grant.  Cool - did you ever 
think you could "make" $20/hour collecting invasives and depositing them offshore? …in 
exchange for an herbicide treatment and mechancial harvesting that is funded 75% by 
the State?  
  
Sound too good to be true?  Well, yes, but with a concerted effort, and the submission 
of the grant by the February 15, 2019 at 3 pm deadline, this could be our lake's new 
reality.  Winners are announced in April…in time to start treating in late May 2019. 
  
Now, this is a competitive grant, and the NYSDEC has given a breakdown of the scoring 
- think of it as figure skating - a quarter point difference could mean a spot on the 
podium or that I missed by 100th of a point.  Here are the core requirements of this 
grant: 

  
o   Get TWILA "Pre-Qualified" as a NonProfit on the Grants Gateway - √ ["Done" 
checkmark] 

o   Garner Relevant Agency Support -  √ 

▪  PH has been fostering our DEC relationship - √ 

▪  It was suggested at a grant writing workshop held on January 9th that 
all nonprofits need to foster a relationship with the Empire State 
Development Corp -   √ 

•        A representative came to the Lake on Jan 18th, saw the 
photos, heard the vision and totally fell in love with the project.  
Since then, he has called the Region 3 DEC rep to say, watch for 
this grant app, and has made very important "downstream" 
introductions (see below). 

o   Garner Intermunicipality Support Through Project Partnering -   √ 

▪  Town of Wappingers Creek – Mayor has agreed to write a letter of 
support and is coming to PP to get briefed on the "vision" so we can 
figure out a unique collaborative pilot project between the watershed 
and the headwater of the watershed 

▪  Wappingers Creek Intermunicipal Council - has agreed in principle to 
write a letter [to be finalized this week] 

▪  Cornell Cooperative - has agreed in principle to write a letter [to be 
finalized this week] 



o   Letter of Support from the Town - √ 

▪  Hollie Bart had an extended meeting with Town Board Member, Sarah 
Jones, who loves the project, and fully appreciates the environmental 
upstream/downstream impacts of uncontrolled release of water from 
TIL.  Sarah took our concerns to the Executive Session of the Town Board 
meeting this past Friday, and the Town has agreed to write a letter of 
support.  Sarah also has agreed to serve as TWILA's liaison to the TB  and 
to help with the implementation of our mission.    √ 

o   Public Access – This is one of the key components that might separate a 
nonprofit from a podium spot or not.  While the informal access counts, the 
TWILA board is actively working to find a way to get landed donated so that it 
can be used for all time as a legal means of providing public access to the 
lake.  In this way, TWILA can show that the public will benefit from the grant 
funding.   

o   Membership "Buy"-In   

▪  via the 25% Match through SWEAT EQUITY - the commitment of every 
member on the lake will be required to make this grant a fiscally viable 
option that actually achieves our goal. 

▪  Access and Right to Represent Members - The grant requirements also 
require all nonprofits to submit an "access agreement" which shows that 
it has the right to access the lake and to represent all members for the 
limited purpose of implementing the grant-funded treatment.  Attached 
is an Access and Representation Agreement, which we need all members 
of TWILA to sign and RETURN NO LATER THAN SATURDAY FEBRUARY 2, 
2019.  Please read it and return it to me at your earliest convenience.  
If you have any questions regarding any of its terms, please phone Hollie 
Bart at 646.398.0066. 

  
Finally, please mark your calendars: 
  
Saturday, May 11, 2019 at 9:30 am:  Lake clean-up day  at which time, the Board will 
provide training on vegetation removal, pass out timesheets and give instructions for 
how to record time spent, and results achieved.  
  
Saturday, June 1, 2019:  Annual Membership Meeting and Potluck Picnic - specific 
times and details to follow. 
  
The forgoing represents the key points discussed at the Membership Meeting.  If you 
have any follow up questions, please feel free to contact any member of the Board.  But 
this was a good day (the lack of heat (again!) notwithstanding.  
  
The Board of Twin Island Lake Association 


